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Not sure if it is Traffic Power or 1P...I believe it to be at first glance, but it could be done by
someone else. Perhaps we can have the hosts give us the account information real quick or just get
the sites turned off? More on that later...

WebStractions
OCTOBER 1, 2004 - 9:32PM

>"Not sure if it is Traffic Power or 1P...I believe it to be at first glance,
but it could be done by someone else."

After looking closer at one of the sites, it probably not what I was thinking before. More than likely
to be TP/1P.
Yea I would see if you could get that info -- and publish the name(s) all over the net. Sueing (like
you said) may be like squeezing blood out of a turnip. But you would have the satisfaction of doing
to them, as they are trying to do to you.
Share
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Anthony Parsons
OCTOBER 2, 2004 - 5:43AM

O my god....are these people desperate or what? Just reading the seoforum.net and can't believe the crap in it.

Andrew Goodman
OCTOBER 2, 2004 - 10:19PM

Good post, Aaron. Obviously you are not likely to back down just
because a pack of low-lives decides to call you names. There is plenty of
room for honest critique of one another in this industry, but

mudslinging for spite because you got your hand caught in the cookie jar? How low can they sink?
I don't care if you seem to take a few different positions on the SEM industry, Aaron. Your
perspectives are interesting, you don't sugar-coat things, and you are paying attention, so I say it's
a positive contribution. Keep it up.
Reading further I see they're just attacking well-known SEM experts with grade-school level taunts.
Juvenile would be an understatement.

Aaron Wall
OCTOBER 3, 2004 - 2:10AM

Thanks for the positive comments / support Andrew :)

Tony
DECEMBER 7, 2004 - 5:05AM

Take a look at this...
http://www.seo-forum.net/board/viewtopic.php?t=67

Every post is about 3 minutes apart on the same day, posted by people who all joined the day
before... and this all happens to be their first post. Wow... a true example of Darwinism in action, in
more ways than one.

Melissa
OCTOBER 5, 2004 - 4:35PM

Traffic Power has made my last 3+ months a living hell.
When I first got banned they lied to me then they lied again and finally

they lied some more.
My experience when I first got banned can be viewed here
http://answers.google.com/answers/threadview?id=365207
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3 months later I am not even close to having the search engine positioning I had pre-TP.
These people are the scum of the search engine community.
Melissa Springer
SovereignFunding.net
SovereignFunding.com

PhilC
SEPTEMBER 7, 2005 - 2:30AM

>> The list of names on their "hitlist" is very curious. Tons of big names
in there. One stands out as NOT being what I would call a big name at
all (GoS).

I disagree. Geeks On Steroids, or to be more precise, "Janeth", is very well known in the search
Share

engine business. There aren't many people who are better known.

Delic

david fulginiti
NOVEMBER 14, 2004 - 5:42AM

contracted with traffic power 7 months ago and
nothing happened, i mean nothing. they change contact person 5 time
and said they were working

on placement-----------I charged back on my credit card-------------------DF

Sue Gray
OCTOBER 12, 2004 - 5:26PM

You can BUY traffic to your site and expect a high conversion rate. It just
depends how targeted your traffic is and where you get it from! You
need to join an innovative affiliate network. Ok before the hackles rise

and people start to think I'm one of those advertisers out to scam using a forum as my scamming
weapon - please let me say that NO i don't work for the network I am about to promote. I signed
up to their publisher program because I was looking for affiliates to send traffic to my site. I found
an innovative network who delivers on their promises. That's something to write home about
because hey, that doesn't happen often. I have included the affiliate network's name at the end of
this post so that the moderators can blot it out if they deem it inappropriate. It’s called [edited by
aaron: since I don't know them they aren't getting a free comment plug on my site.].

John
DECEMBER 14, 2004 - 8:42PM

Can you provide a list of credible forums. I currently participate is Search
Engine Watch.

John

Aaron Wall
DECEMBER 14, 2004 - 8:45PM

Hi John
>Can you provide a list of credible forums

My opinion is just my opinion of course, but I did my best to give my opinion on many many
forums here: SEO Forums

Cigars
JANUARY 10, 2005 - 9:08PM

They are definitely the type to do that. We are a cigars website and they
contacted us through cold calling. We signed up with them and upon
finding out that they were unethical, stopped all activities with them. We

filed a complaint with the Federal Trade Commission and encourage others to do the same.
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